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A N N U A L  R E P O R T
Diocese of Exeter



The year 2020 will be one we shall be glad to leave behind. We look forward
eagerly to the introduction of a vaccine next year because the coronavirus
pandemic has cast a long shadow over the nation. It has exposed regional
differences and inequities in Britain, with the poor and disadvantaged, and
certain ethnic groups, suffering disproportionately. Meshed with complex
public health issues are concerns about social isolation and deteriorating
mental health, together with an upsurge in domestic violence. As a society, we
are confronting a cocktail of medical, economic, moral and spiritual
challenges. How we respond to them will determine whether as a nation we
emerge from this crisis better or worse. In fashioning that response, we each
have a part to play and the Church needs to find its voice. 

Reminiscing about the war, my parents used to talk about ‘the duration’. As a
child, I never understood what they meant, but I do now. Will this pandemic
ever end? Writing to the Romans, Paul says, ‘Rejoice in hope, be patient in
suffering, persevere in prayer’ (Romans 12.12). As we stumble into an
uncertain future, his words alert us to things that build resilience. The
Christian hope goes deeper than cheerfulness or uninformed optimism
because it is rooted in the faithfulness of God.

I do not underestimate the task of filling the fiscal hole in the nation’s
finances. The same challenge confronts us as a diocese and every parish. Our
income has been hit hard and it will have an impact on what it is going to be
possible to fund next year. But as I reflect on this past year I draw
encouragement from the immeasurably strong moral and spiritual economy
that is flourishing among us in the midst of the pandemic. It is made up of
countless acts of human kindness, sacrificial generosity to those in need, and
a culture of mutual help and shining altruism that has sprung into life. Clergy
and worship leaders have been fantastically imaginative in the worship they
have led and in reaching out to the socially isolated. People are rediscovering
a duty of care to one another and what it means to love our neighbours as
ourselves. As this report reveals, there are good things happening
everywhere. We are discovering how to be church in this new and challenging
situation.

Introduction from
Bishop Robert
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Four years ago, when I visited our link Diocese of Thika in Kenya, I was struck
by people’s joy. This part of Kenya has some of the highest HIV infection rates
in Africa and yet they refuse to allow fear or poverty to determine their lives.
The story of the feeding of the five thousand shapes their discipleship. ‘There
is a boy here who has five barley loaves and two fishes, but what is that
amongst so many?’ ask the disciples of Jesus. Like the disciples, when
confronted by the scale of the problems before us at the moment, we
instinctively focus on the paucity of our resources, on what we don’t have. It
is only when we thank God for what we do have that miracles happen.

With our network of churches, schools and chaplaincies we have a Christian
presence in every community in Devon. God calls us to be communities of
hope and prayer in an anxious world. As we enter 2021, we thank God for the
precious gift of life and all that we have, and renew our commitment to work
together to rebuild our country after so much hardship. 

With my thanks for our partnership in the Gospel,

+ Robert Exon
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Children and Families
16 to 25-year-olds
People over 60
Those on the “fringe” of church life

During 2020 we have continued in our vision to Grow in Prayer, Make
new Disciples and Serve the People of Devon with Joy.

The year did not turn out as any of us expected with church buildings
closed for public worship during the two lockdowns and many events
being cancelled or moving online. 

However, there were unexpected opportunities and growth areas and we
continued to focus and refine our outreach to four key groups: 
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2020: An Overview

Pause and Pray ran from March to August and reached thousands of people



Mission to Children
and Families  
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Lego Pentecost Video

This year has been exciting, as we have welcomed Helen Williams to our team. I
am the 0-5 adviser, Helen is the 5-11 adviser and South West Youth Ministries are
our 11-18 advisers.  Together with children and family workers in Devon (paid and
voluntary), we make up the dioceses POD support network. More on POD in 2021.

Seedlings, our new fortnightly newsletter provides training, resources and
guidance to this network. Potting Sheds offer small face-to-face groups, running
alongside larger diocese-wide virtual gatherings. We have updated the Diocese
website with lots of resources to support this children and families mission work
and refreshed our social media.  We are now in the process of a diocese wide
survey of how people are ministering to/with children and families as we pray,
grow and serve the people of Devon.

A highlight of the year has been the launch of ‘Begin Well’.  It is an antenatal
programme designed by Christian health professionals to be delivered in the
community by churches.  This provision is key as the NHS no longer provides free
classes to every woman.  This programme has proved to be a fantastic way to
reach out to people and build relationships.  It feeds beautifully into church
toddler groups, Messy Church and other outreach services. Begin Well is now in
three of our churches in Devon and has so far worked with 50 families.  Further
churches have expressed an interest to start in 2021.

Next year, amongst other work, we aim to support churches in how we maintain
and develop relationships and help nurture faith beyond Baptism.

By Clare Cooke, 0 to 5s Mission Adviser



2020 has been an especially tough year for this age group. First, the uncertainty
around GCSE and A Level exams and their eventual cancellation, followed by the
distress and confusion around results. In the autumn, new students began college
or university without being able to socialise and meet others, or even sometimes
leave their accommodation. 

The surprising reflection of many youth workers is that this digital generation
have been the hardest to engage with online activities. Therefore, we haven’t been
able to make the inroads we had aimed for, in terms of consultation or connection
missionally with this demographic. On the plus side, churches have worked hard
at supporting young people at this time. The initiative of some Exeter churches
and the Archdeacon of Exeter to offer support to Exeter University students hit the
local and national press. Churches have also tried to maintain support for college
students and Exeter Cathedral has even hosted an initiative to give them space to
come in from the cold to reflect and pray during this latest lockdown. 

The Diocese needs to continue to prioritise this age group, since the impacts of
this pandemic will have a particularly profound effect on them on every level for
years to come.

Mission to 16 to
25-year-olds    
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Unlimited Church gave out free ice-cream to freshers

By the Rev’d Prebendary James Grier, Diocese Mission Enabler



In these unprecedented times, those on the fringes of our worshipping communities have
often been found joining-in with zoom worship, tying ribbons onto the railings outside
our buildings, and volunteering with efforts to feed those in need. 

The Diocese of Exeter has supported the work of our churches with those on the fringes
through online resources (particularly through the incredible efforts of Clare Cooke and
Helen Williams, our Children’s and Families Mission Advisers), with James Grier our
Mission Enabler encouraging us through online Pause and Pray material, and with the
sharing of Grass Roots, our discipleship course.

All of this has been held together wonderfully by our Communications and Engagement
team.  We recognise that this pandemic has blurred the boundaries of church and
society, which is something that has enabled more people to be drawn into the Kingdom.
The Diocesan teams have endeavoured to support our churches to help with this work. 

Mission to the
fringe   
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Bishop Nick at a livestock market during

 JOY 2020 in North Devon

By Dr Jon Curtis
Lay Discipleship Project Manager
and Fringe working group leader

Rev'd Wiz Slater converted a horse box into a donation-only café



In January 2020, there was a plan agreed to develop a framework for the
recruitment, discernment and training of Anna Chaplains within the Diocese. Anna
Chaplains offer spiritual support to older people who are living in care homes and
sheltered housing complexes, and also promote the spiritual welfare of older
people in the wider community.  The national lockdown meant this work had to be
placed on hold. The intention is now to revise the timescales and initiate the Anna
Chaplaincy development in the spring of 2021. 

In February, Bishop Robert led several Gift of Years events aimed at re-energising
people with a sense of Mission and connecting them with potential new
opportunities and networks in their retirement.

Despite the challenges faced by lockdown, local ministry teams have been giving
older people in their communities whatever support has been possible. This has
included online church services, access by telephone to church services and links
to the online diocesan reflections. Communities have been keeping in touch with
people who are isolated, living alone or disabled. Support has included regular
telephone calls, shopping, picking up medication, tending to the garden, etc.
Parish magazine editors have been working hard to produce parish magazines, a
valued form of communications for this age group.

There has been great concern for people living in residential care homes who
have not been able to have visitors.  Where care homes have communal rooms
onto a garden, local pastoral care workers have done what they can with music
and acting out Bible Stories through open windows for the residents to observe.
One mission community made up coloured bags of Christmas gifts for each care
home resident in their community. Gifts included hand-held knitted crosses and
angels, a large print copy of Away in a Manger, diabetic chocolates, a prayer card
of The Lords Prayer and a large print copy of the Christmas Story. 

Let us pray that next year we can offer all of our elderly people the spiritual
support that they desire and deserve. Amen 

Mission to the
Over 60s   
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By Annie Jeffries, Chair of the Diocese
of Exeter House of Laity and Co-Lead
on our Over 60’s working group

Vera Tooke, a Reader at the Hartland Coast Mission Community, sewed over 1400 face coverings, all in aid of Parkinson’s UK



Our Diocese is part of a tripartite link with the Anglican Dioceses of Thika in
Kenya and Cyprus and the Gulf. This year we also celebrated our 40 year
relationship with the Catholic Diocese of Bayeux-Lisieux in France, and our
continuing partnership with The Melanesian Mission in the Pacific islands of
Melanesia.

Thika
Like us in the UK, the Covid lockdown led rapidly to the wearing of masks and
online church services. There has also been teaching on caring for mental health.  
The emphasis is on keeping everybody safe: “Do what you can, trust God for what
you can’t”. Despite everything, people in Thika have much faith, prayer and praise. 

A sustainable farming project supported by Devon churches, enabled trained
farmers in the semi-arid area to have a good harvest despite the effects of climate
change. The Devon-Thika Umoja Project, which mobilises churches and their
communities to work their way out of poverty, has created a poultry rearing group.  
Lucy, who was one of the people taking part, said, “During the Covid-19 lockdown
we were very busy taking care of our chickens, even forgetting all about the
pandemic.  As such, we were rarely traumatised by the depressing fear that the
disease brought across the nation.  Thanks to Umoja project!”

Our Overseas
Links
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Thika Cathedral Socially Distanced Worship

By theVenerable Nick Shutt, Archdeacon of Plymouth 
(with thanks to Jane Inwood, Katie Drew and Rev’d David Nixon)

 



Cyprus & the Gulf
In February (pre-Covid) I attended the Synod of the Diocese in Abu Dhabi and met
with Christians for whom following Christ is something of a dangerous way to live.
I heard of kidnappings in Baghdad, civil unrest in Lebanon and the work in Yemen
supporting medics. Like us, this diocese is facing huge financial difficulties
caused by the pandemic and we retain a close link through the Venerable
Christopher Futcher, the previous Archdeacon of Exeter, now Archdeacon of
Cyprus.

Melanesia
The Diocese of Exeter has a historic link to the Province of Melanesia, through
their first Bishop, John Coleridge Patteson, who grew up and was ordained in
Devon. Today the link flourishes through school partnerships, companion groups
supporting the four Anglican Religious orders and the Mothers’ Union, shared
prayer and in ‘normal circumstances’ visits both ways. In September, the Annual
General Meeting of the Melanesian Mission was held online for the first time,
which meant delegates could join in from across the world.

Bayeux-Lisieux
In February, Bishop Robert led a week-long exchange visit to the Catholic Diocese
of Bayeux-Lisieux in Normandy. The theme of the visit was pilgrimage, and the
British group included the Dean of Exeter Cathedral, Jonathan Greener, as 2020
had been designated a Year of Pilgrimage for cathedrals. The hospitality shown by
everyone in France was exceptional and made all the sweeter by the knowledge
that from March travel abroad was unlikely to be possible for some time. The
French diocese is currently celebrating the appointment of a new bishop following
the retirement of Monsigneur Boulanger, shown here with Bishop Robert.

Our Overseas Links (cont'd)
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Visit to Bayeux-Lisieux



The Vocations and Diocesan Director of Ordinands teams work to foster and
encourage those sensing a call to serve God in the authorised lay and ordained
ministries. “Called by Name” is a new regular inquiry event for the diocese, which
helps people consider and explore both ordained and lay licensed ministry. This
work will develop in 2021 by raising the profile of, and focusing on, three main
vocation areas; the ministry of women; candidates from a black and minority
ethnic heritage; and young people. 

At the beginning of 2020 we welcomed Lizzie Pridmore to the role of DDO Team
Administrator. This was after her predecessor, Canon Andrew Godsall, left the
diocese after many years of service to join the Sheldon community.

By autumn 2020, 34 candidates from Exeter Diocese were training for ordained
ministry at theological college. This follows 19 people being recommended for
ordination by the Bishops Advisory Panel over the previous academic year. The
coronavirus pandemic had significant impact on the process and most candidates
attended online discernment panels (rather than residential) due to the crisis. The
ordination services at Exeter Cathedral and in churches across Devon in
September 2020 were livestreamed for the first time ever, as the numbers allowed
to attend were very limited. The services attracted media interest and people were
able to tune in from across the world to see 16 new deacons ordained, and 13 new
priests. Despite the unusual circumstances the ordinations were still a great
cause for celebration. 

The Church of England is planning to launch a new Shared Discernment Process
for those considering ordained ministry in the autumn of 2021 (delayed by a year
due to the COVID crisis). The DDO office will be busy administering this change
within Exeter Diocese, helping all involved to navigate the new system. 

Vocations
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By the Rev'd John Fisher
Diocesan Director of Ordinands



In this last year, most of us have experienced how the generosity of our
communities enabled us to live in the midst of a global crisis. Churches, charities,
businesses and individuals have reached out to meet the needs of others and we
have seen how our generosity and our giving can truly make a difference. 

The Mission Resources Team has continued to encourage regular giving through
the Parish Giving Scheme and others. This became even more important when
buildings closed and collections, physical fundraising, rentals and fees ceased.
We have helped parishes set up Give A Little online giving accounts, buy card
machines, discover QR codes and apply for grants. In Zoom meetings with
treasurers and clergy, we discussed virtual fundraising and offered courses about
God’s generosity and our response to it.  

The focus of our work in this coming year will be the continued exploration of our
theology of generosity and giving. Advice on forms of digital giving, as well as
PGS, will be predominant in our engagement with parishes. 

We look forward to working together with the people in our diocese as we enable
generous giving, and through this contribute to the spread of God’s good news. 

Giving and
Stewardship     
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By Brigit Kiyaga, Mission Resources Adviser



Pastoral Care
Leading Worship
Small Group Leadership
Administration. 

Preaching
Stewardship
Children and Youth Work
Entrepreneurial Mission and more. 

This year, the Lay Discipleship Project has launched Grow: a series of
introductory courses designed to support the laity across the glorious spectrum
of lay vocations. 

In autumn 2020, we have run courses on zoom for over 100 participants on a
range of roles including:

In the first half of 2021, we will see courses on:

We have been delighted by the feedback we have received, and hope that this is
the first step towards creating ongoing opportunities of lifelong learning for the
roles that God has called the people of Devon to. For more information, and to
sign up, you can visit the following page on the Diocesan website
https://exeter.anglican.org/ministry/lay-ministry/lay-learning/

Lay Discipleship
and Training  
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By Dr Jon Curtis, Lay Discipleship Project Manager

https://exeter.anglican.org/ministry/lay-ministry/lay-learning/


2020 started with huge environmental energy. February’s General Synod made a
significant pledge on climate change “… recognising that the global climate
emergency is a crisis for God’s creation, and a fundamental injustice." It called
upon all parts of the Church of England to: "... work to achieve year-on-year
reductions in emissions and urgently examine what would be required to reach
net zero emissions by 2030”.

Our ‘Big Green Event’ in Exeter Cathedral happened the following week, where the
national lead bishop on the Environment spoke and there were workshops from
many experts. Then Covid-19 struck, with its immediate demands and constraints.
However, the global crises of climate and biodiversity remained. The new
Diocesan Environment Group has devoted much of its time to national
consultation on the net zero target and started preparation for a diocesan synod
debate next year.

Many churches followed the environmental Lent Campaign and book, completed
the new energy footprint tool, ran Creationtide services, registered for Ecochurch
status, converted to renewable energy, and invested in new infrastructure. Some
have also had bespoke ‘Living Churchyards’ advice, benefitting many species
including our own (as celebrated by CPRE Devon’s Best Churchyard competition
– congratulations Northam on your win!) We all need to do much more of the same
in 2021! 

As Bishop Robert writes in the Church of England’s new Time For Creation book,
“For too long humankind has taken the environment for granted. Now that we see
it threatened, we are at last waking up to the challenge of caring better for God’s
earth. ‘To strive to safeguard the integrity of creation, and sustain and renew the
life of the earth,’ is one of the Five Marks of Mission. If it is not embraced
wholeheartedly and with determination, the other four marks of mission lack
credibility. The stewardship of creation is integral to our evangelism and mission.”  

Environment
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By Chris Keppie, Diocese of Exeter Environment Officer
The Big Green Event



For the Transforming Plymouth Together (TPT) team, 2020 was going to be a
big year with increased Feast of Fun activities, big fundraising campaigns
and work with various partners on the international Mayflower 400
celebrations. Despite the challenges of COVID, TPT adapted to ensure that
the work of churches could continue to make a difference to the lives of
people in need.

Feast of Fun developed to become ‘Feast of Fun at Home’ working with even
more churches to provide not just a single meal, but the basics of a weekly
shop for a family. From April to September 19 churches provided up to 250
families each week with hampers that included food as well as crafts or
games. Overall there has been provision for over 10,000 individuals and
176,700 meals since March until the end of November.

Through generous donations we were able to give additional food to other
projects across Plymouth, strengthening our relationship with partners. Our
‘Feast of Fun at Home COVID Report’ documents the work since the
beginning of lockdown to the end of August.

In the summer, with the support of the Just Finance Foundation, we received
enough funding to start our online COVID Cash Recovery courses, and
welcomed our new Project Support Development Adviser, Dave Manners, to
the team. We have been running courses weekly and are continuing these
into the early part of next year.

Following the loss of funding from Church Urban Fund, with whom the
Diocese of Exeter set-up TPT, we have had to look at fundraising and grant
applications to continue the work we do. Our Lead Development Worker,
Chris Forster,  has spent a lot of time doing this and we are very grateful for
all the support we have received, locally and nationally.

Transforming
Plymouth
Together
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By Hannah Fleming-Hill, Project Support Development Worker,
Transforming Plymouth Together

https://transformingplymouthtogether.org.uk/


It has been a challenging year for everyone, and the Education Team is pleased to
have been able to continue supporting Church schools across the diocese. We
pay tribute to the way schools have worked, living out their Christian vision in
their provision for pupils and their families in the face of the stringent restrictions.

By staying open and providing for the most vulnerable members of the community
they have offered fundamental Christian values of hope and love. The service from
many of our schools to local children, distributing holiday meals and food parcels,
has been astounding.  We have seen teaching resources and worship materials
created for local and national support networks. 

We have adapted the way we nurture and grow our relationships with Church
schools in response to the guidance regarding coronavirus. This has included
deepening our support for wider school groupings, where Church and community
schools are working constructively together.  We have developed support through
online platforms whilst continuing to visit schools ‘virtually’. 

Education 
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Family Fun Cooking Club Launch

By Ed Pawson, Education
Team Lead on RE and SIAMS 



We are continuing to offer a wide range of ‘virtual’ training and networking
opportunities, including subject knowledge development, school inspection
preparation, governor induction, leadership briefings, clergy training,
relationships and sex education guidance.  A new mental health awareness
initiative has been of particular significance. We were pleased to be able to offer
an online Year 6 leavers service at the end of the summer term, and the ‘Family
Fun Cooking Club’ has proved to be a popular initiative.

Up until the onset of coronavirus we had continued to see improved SIAMS
(Statutory Inspection of Anglican and Methodist Schools) gradings for our
schools and are now preparing schools for when inspections resume. We send
regular newsletters, signposting information and resources from the team.
 
Back at the start of the year we ran a successful ‘Be a Governor’ campaign, in
response to a clear need to fill the significant number of governor vacancies, and
this continues to be a high priority.  We held a successful school leaders’
residential conference in March 2020, hosting a number of national speakers.
School communities are always in our prayers.

In July, our Director of Education, John Searson, retired. His deputy, Sue
Lockwood, has stepped-up to be acting Director of Education. We hope to appoint
a new, permanent, Director of Education, in 2021.

Education (cont'd)
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Growing the Rural Church (GtRC) aims to resource rural Mission Communities, to
creatively use their talents and buildings and to connect with their unique
communities and landscapes to develop sustainable futures.

Summer 2020 marked the midway point of the GtRC project. From the start of the
project in 2017 we have worked by meeting with PCC’s and the local community in
person. Clearly in 2020 we have not been able to progress that model of working.
During the lockdown we had the opportunity to thoroughly analyse all of our work
in the first half of the project. GtRC staff had engaged with the PCCs of 54 church
buildings and supported 48 consultations. Staff had completed 12 projects. Five of
these churches have seen an increase in their worshipping community and four
have seen an increase in their financial income. At the start of this year, 42
projects were either in development or the early stages of planning. 

A self-assessment session in June, facilitated by Bishop Jackie, identified the
need for the way the project was delivered to be adapted to meet the needs of our
rural churches going forward. Our Strategic Development Funders (SDF) were
supportive of this. The GtRC team have been busy since then consulting about the
role of the project. We have been planning a new service delivery model and
developing new accessible resources. The result of this is that on Plough Monday
2021 (11 January), the traditional start of the English agricultural year, we will be
launching the new GtRC Resource Hub. 

Growing the Rural Church
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A drive-in Harvest Festival with Rev. Tracey Voysey

By Sarah Cracknell
Growing the Rural Church Project Manager



Like every church in Devon, the pandemic has encouraged us at the Cathedral to
re-shape everything we do.  This was the first time ever, in peace time, that the
Cathedral closed completely for public worship.  But this led us to explore new
ways online - for services, pastoral care, Christian education and social
gatherings.  And we are pretty sure that much of this will continue alongside our
real-life offering for the long term.

As well as our round of daily worship, the Cathedral usually hosts numerous
special services and events, and welcomes large numbers of visitors all year
round.  These are a vital part of our mission, since many find that the building
points them to heaven: it’s a place where they are touched by God’s presence and
his love.  Events and visitors also contribute massively to our income, therefore
2020 was a year of considerable financial uncertainty. We were fortunate to secure
some grants to help cover our day-to-day bills and wages.

To finish on a positive, we were delighted to hear that we had been successful in
securing lottery funding to develop our plans for the renewal of the East End,
along with heating, lighting, sound and WCs; and then to learn that HRH The
Prince of Wales had agreed to be the Patron of our appeal.  Preparatory works and
planning continued all year long. Contractors have even been on site to begin the
refurbishment of our very precious 13th century Chapter House.  We are
delighted, in spite of all the challenges, to have been able to continue not just our
worship and our mission, but also the planned re-development of our magnificent
building, which is so necessary to serve current and future generations.

Exeter Cathedral
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By the Very Reverend Jonathan
Greener, Dean of Exeter Cathedral

Leaves of the Trees: Coronavirus Memorial



The Communications and Engagement team started 2020 with a clear plan and
lots of projects lined-up, from the launch of the schools Be A Governor Campaign
in January and Family Fun Cooking Club in February (which did happen), to the
four Joy2020 mission weekends planned to run throughout the year. Little did we
know that the North Devon Joy2020 weekend in early March would be one of our
last events before national lockdown. 

Since then, the team has worked hard to help the other diocesan teams and our
churches stay on top of the ever-changing landscape caused by the continuing
Covid pandemic. With church life unlikely to return to ‘normal’ any time soon, this
has been a fascinating time to work in diocesan communications.

We have sought to resource churches around the opening of their buildings and
in their online worship. Our new Roots and Shoots e-newsletter has been a
valuable channel of communication, currently reaching around 2700 people a
week.

We worked with the Mission and Ministry team and senior clergy to produce
monthly online services throughout the spring and summer. We posted daily
‘Pause and Pray’ video reflections on our social media channels. We produced
welcome posters and prayer ideas for churches to display. In the autumn, we
began producing weekly 10 minute video ‘sermons’ for churches to use in their
online services and are constantly looking for effective ways of providing
churches with social media and video content where there is a gap.  We also see
our role as helping to build confidence and hope at, what is undeniably, a difficult
time. 

Communications &
Engagement
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By Chloe Axford, Director of
Communications and Engagement 



Communications and engagement training has also taken on increased
significance this year and we have run a number of online training sessions for
clergy, lay volunteers and ordinands. Katharine Otley has also been running her
Welcome course online as part of Mission Shed meetings. 

We livestreamed the September ordination services from Exeter Cathedral and
churches across Devon. The technical challenge of providing good quality sound
and vision and working out the logistics of live broadcasting taught us a lot and is
something we are keen to do more of.

We have also helped organise and run several large Zoom events, including the
national CofE Diocesan Communications mini conference, the Living in Love and
Faith study day and the Diocese induction day. 

Our recent media coverage has been largely positive – with local TV news
covering the livestreaming of the ordinations and online Remembrance services.
There is much fascination about how an ancient institution like the Church of
England is embracing modern digital technology at this time.

We have also been working to make sure our website and newsletters present a
more diverse picture and better reflect our vision to serve Children and Young
People, 16 to 25s, over 60s and the ‘fringe’. 

Communications &
Engagement (cont'd)
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The Remembrance Service

was livestreamed  from Exeter Cathedral



It goes without saying that 2020 has brought challenges for the safeguarding
team. Much of our work, which benefits from personal relationships, has needed
to be delivered in a very different way. New training has been developed, which
has been very well received via Zoom and hopefully has been found useful and
engaging, the feedback has certainly been very positive. The lockdown has
affected our ability to deliver the range of training we hope, but we endeavour to
increase the offer into the new year.

Initially Covid-19 resulted in less referrals of concern emanating from parishes,
probably due to the reduced interactions and contacts. However, over time, as a
different way of keeping in touch developed, we started to recognise the impact
the lockdown was having and reports started to increase. This is reassuring in
that it shows our church communities are looking after, and looking out for, those
who may be vulnerable or at risk amongst us.

We have continued to progress our Past Cases Review 2 project, part of the
national programme to review all the dioceses.  It forms part of the Church of
England’s commitment to put right past failings and promote our Church as being
resolute in ensuring it is a place where people who are suffering, or have suffered,
abuse or harm, can be confident they can seek refuge and support.

The Independent Inquiry into Child Sexual Abuse (IICSA), produced its report into
the Anglican Church in October. It lists past failings and makes recommendation
for, amongst others, changes to the way in which Safeguarding is overseen
across dioceses in England and Wales.  We look forward to engaging with the
work to implement those developments.

Moving into 2021, we look forward to continuing to serve and support our diocese
and all its parishes. We are heartened by the wonderful work that is being done to
support vulnerable groups in our communities.

Safeguarding
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By Charlie Pitman
Diocese of Exeter Safeguarding Adviser  



At the start of 2020 the People team ran Employment Law Seminars for
incumbents and PCCs across the diocese, we introduced a new Exeter Diocesan
Board of Finance (EDBF) Training and Skills Development policy and continued
with the ongoing development and work of our Employee Forum and Wellbeing
Pastoral Care and Panel.

As the pandemic and national lockdown began to take centre stage, we refocused
our efforts and expertise on supporting employees working from home and
helping PCCs with advice and support regarding the Coronavirus Job Retention
Scheme.  We ensured that EDBF employees on furlough were treated fairly. We
also responded to employee feedback received from the Home Working pulse
survey. A significant outcome of the survey was to offer Mental Health support
and Mental Health First Aid training courses from July through to December.  The
People team has also offered increased support and advice to the Archdeacons
and Bishops addressing all manner of issues arising as a direct result of the
pandemic, we have also reviewed Clergy Terms of Service and key supporting
policies as well as continuing to provide recruitment support for key positions.

The People team has made good use of online resources such as Zoom. We have
tried to emphasise a spirit of collaboration and mutual support. We are looking
forward to next year and feel in a good position to respond quickly and with great
purpose to whatever challenges 2021 might bring.

People
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By Anthea Carter-Savigear
Director of People and Safeguarding  



I am sure you will all agree that 2020 has been a year that many of us will be keen
to see the back of, although we have seen a real resilience amongst our churches
and parishes, as we work together to keep the flag flying for the Kingdom of God
here in Devon.

Parishes adapted quickly to provide online church when buildings were
completely closed in March. Our priority was to keep in contact with people and
help support those feeling isolated. It has been great to see new people joining
our church communities at this time. This has presented great opportunities for
new conversations.

All of our finances have been affected to a greater or lesser extent this year,
although the situation has probably not been quite as severe as we all first feared.
In the first half of the year, parish income was down by about 18% (when
compared with 2019). Those churches who are members of the Parish Giving
Scheme (and/or have good regular monthly giving schemes) have fared much
better, seeing only a 1% drop in their regular giving. Those relying on the
collection plate, fundraising and church hall income have seen much bigger falls.
We are all very grateful for the hard work of our treasurers at this time, and it was
great to be able to meet with so many in archdeaconry meetings and at the
training days this autumn.

Many challenges lie ahead, as we try to determine the full impact on diocesan and
parish finances in 2020 and more importantly what we can expect for 2021. It looks
like we are heading for a shortfall of about £1m on the Common Fund request for
2020, so we will be using our reserves to cover any shortfall and also to support
2021. This year Diocesan Synod approved a freeze in the Common Fund request
per person for 2021 and agreed an interim budget.

Thank you for all the work that you do for the Kingdom in your churches and
communities!  

Finance
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By Neil Williams
Director of Finance



If you would like to learn more about the work done by the Diocese of
Exeter, visit our website: https://exeter.anglican.org/

If you would like to get in touch with any of the staff from the Diocese
of Exeter, you will find a full list of staff and their contact details on our
website: https://exeter.anglican.org/who-we-are/diocesan-staff/
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Finding out more...

https://exeter.anglican.org/
https://exeter.anglican.org/who-we-are/diocesan-staff/

